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First, I would like to pay respects to First Nation People of their state & would like to amplify their
voices in this consultation.
As a Victorian who has been a
bushwalker since the early 90’s I
have seen dramatic changes in the
uses of our broader environment &
am excited by the possibility of the
repopulating of our stunning
Victorian State Forests and other
underappreciated State spaces. In
sum we can protect our Forests from
logging and firewood collection, build
infrastructure for families to access
these areas including signage and
short walking tracks and very
importantly build and open toilets.
At the moment many of our favourite
National Parks are over run so we
need to develop and publicise other
options. For example when
Melbourne people were able to go
out earlier this year – it was not
possible for many to access many
popular outdoor areas from
Werribee George to the Dandenong’s
– as the areas were full from early in
the morning parking was impossible
and carparks were full.
People need to visit our natural
environment to deeply appreciate it.
Tonight, on the ABC 7.30 report 94 year old world renown environmental documentary maker David
Attenborough talked about the extraordinary experience of listening to Lyrebirds here in Victoria,
and yes they are amazing and just one of the special flora fauna and fungi that live in our State
Forests. Now there is a wonderful opportunity to create a variety of educational opportunities to
encourage children and new migrants, in particular, to see for them selves aspects of our unique
natural environment. This could have excellent employment regional employment opportunities as
well as giving benefit to those learning.
We have seen in this time people walking and noticing our natural environment while exercising –
adding to their mental and physical health. This is the opportunity to create more places for people
to visit and continue this exploration outside of Melbourne. Please do set aside our State Forests for
the benefit of all and do put in infrastructure – in particular toilets and signs for future generations
to appreciate and listen to those fabulous Lyrebirds

